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FOURTH DOSE (BOOSTER) ANTI-COVID 19 VACCINE: INSTRUCTIONS
As from 13 July 2022

citizens aged 60 and over
persons with a high degree of frailty due to concomitant/pre-existing pathologies aged 12 and
over
transplanted and immunocompromised persons
can book an appointment for the fourth dose (second booster dose) of Covid-19 vaccine.

The fourth dose of Covid-19 vaccine can be administered at least 4 months (120 days) after the
first booster dose or the last infection following the booster (date of positive diagnostic test).

IF YOU HAVE A HEALTH CARD AND TAX CODE

you can book online https://prenotazionevaccinicovid.regione.lombardia.it/ or by calling the
toll-free number 800894545. You can also go directly to the Vaccination Centre in Palazzo delle
Scintille (Piazza Sei Febbraio, Milan), which is also open during the summer months. Check the
opening hours in June, July and August.

IF YOU HAVE STP OR ALPHANUMERIC TAX CODE OR UNIQUE 11-DIGIT CODE ASSIGNED
BY THE PREFECTURE TO THOSE WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THE 2020 EMERSION
PROCEDURES

You

can

book

your

appointment

at

the

following

link

(https://start.prenotazionevaccinicovid.regione.lombardia.it/booking/#/ns-login)
If you are unable to log in, you will first have to apply for booking authorisation at the following
link (https://start.prenotazionevaccinicovid.regione.lombardia.it/booking/#/adesione/stp). Please
note, in order to register, you will have to indicate the category you belong to by choosing
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between "holder of STP/ENI code" or "foreign citizen with tax code/unique code" (attention: the
STP code must be entered by also writing "STP" before the number).
Within 24/48 hours from the registration request you should receive an sms and you will be able
to

access

the

platform

and

proceed with the vaccination booking from this link

(https://start.prenotazionevaccinicovid.regione.lombardia.it/booking/#/ns-login). Attention: from
the drop-down menu you can choose between "STP/ENI code holder" or "foreign citizen with tax
code/unique code" (attention: the STP code must be entered by also writing "STP" before the
number).
Alternatively, without booking or registering, it is possible to go directly with STP/fiscal
code/univocal code prefettura emersione 2020 to the Vaccination Centre in Palazzo delle
Scintille (Piazza Sei Febbraio, Milan), which will also be open during the summer months. Check
the opening hours in June, July and August.
IF YOU HAVE NO CODE

CALL THE NUMBER 800009996 (Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.) TO GET A VACCINATION
STP CODE

Listen to a long message in Italian
After the tone enter a postcode (the one where you live)
Press 1 to confirm
Press 2 to speak to an operator/operator and ask for the assignment of the STP code
The operator/operator will give you an STP code which you will have to write down somewhere!
After 24/48 hours you should receive a text message confirming your reservation and you can
make

your

reservation

online

from

this

link

(https://start.prenotazionevaccinicovid.regione.lombardia.it/booking/#/ns-login). Please note that
from the drop-down menu you must choose "STP/ENI code holder": the STP code must also be
entered by writing "STP" before the number.
Alternatively, without making a reservation, you can go directly with the STP received to the
Vaccination Centre in Palazzo delle Scintille (Piazza Sei Febbraio, Milan), which will also be
open during the summer months. Check the opening hours in June, July and August.

